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between the lake and social areas. A light well captures daylight from  
a sun-soaked second-floor seating area overlooking the water, sending the 
light directly into an otherwise closed-off ground-floor sports clinic. Each 
detail was suggested and confirmed through an iterative design process. 
“The club was highly involved and demanding, and the Teeple team was 
professional, thorough and responsive from the beginning right through 
to the end,” Bortolotto recalls. 

Ultimately, the building’s exterior is its most striking feature—and  
the only aspect that most people will ever see. In keeping with the trad-
ition of white pavilions on Toronto’s waterfront, the building creates for-
mal and informal connections to the lake and the sky. “We started  
to play around with how to achieve an exterior which conceals the look 
of the badminton court’s barn-like roof line,” Baron says. “We ended  
up with this swooping motion, which starts at the same level as the  
adjacent building, and then just takes off.” At the east side of the build-
ing, a square corner juts out from the wing-like form. This is the edge 
of the gymnasium—a move that skillfully maximizes space through 
what Baron describes as “the dormer window trick.” 

The grey terracotta applied to the north and south façades elegantly 
adds depth and breaks up the solid white aluminum. The grey inset  
on the north side is reminiscent of the blade of a rower’s oar catching  
in the water; the south side inset recalls an image of the same rower’s 
powerful extension and release. 

Striking a balance between form and function, Teeple’s design artfully 
ushers in a new era for the Boulevard Club—creating an open, light-filled 
waterfront landmark, and a totem for the future.

Samantha Armitage is a writer and marketing professional based in Toronto.
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Ninety-two years ago, Ontario-born Elsie Reford (1872-1967) trans-
formed her fishing camp along the St. Lawrence River into an impressive 
garden. Encouraged to take up horticulture following a bout of appen-
dicitis, Reford spent the following three decades nurturing a landscape  
replete with rare species, such as Himalayan blue poppies, which she 
gradually adapted to the Quebec climate. 

Since 1962, Reford Gardens—also known as the Jardins de Métis—has 
been a National Historic Site of Canada, open to the public. Reford’s leg-
acy lives on across twenty acres of lush and scenic land, home to more 
than 3,000 species of plants from different locations worldwide. 

There’s a family legacy, too. In 2000, Elsie’s great-grandson, Alexander 
Reford, co-founded an International Garden Festival to bring contempor-
ary installations to the site, as a way of presenting both a complement and 
counterpoint to the historic gardens. (Reford is currently director of both 
the Gardens and the Festival). The Festival is a showcase for the creative 
talent of architects, landscape architects and designers.

For its 18th edition, the Festival has added six new installations, chosen 
from 162 submissions received from 30 countries. The call for proposals 
invited candidates to put the concept of “play” into practice—resulting  
in interactive pieces that inspire visitors to engage with nature. 

Together with projects retained from past editions, this year’s Festival 
presents 26 installations that encourage visitors to pause and ref lect— 
or get moving and play. The following projects are new or revamped for 
2017, and are on view until October 8. 

THE PRACTICE 
OF PLAY

ABOVE The roof’s sculptural sweep continues on the west elevation, 
where it is visible from tennis courts and the public park beyond.
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SOUNDCLOUD
Johanna Ballhaus and Helen Wyss

Soundcloud invites visitors to lie down on a soft, circular bed in a forest 
clearing, surrounded by bells planted in the ground and hung from trees. 

“It’s a little bit like meditation,” says Ballhaus. “It stimulates your 
senses. As you close your eyes and open your ears, you’ll start smelling 
the f lowers and hearing the bells, and will become more conscious  
of what’s going on around you.”

The idea is to establish a dream world, where the artificial and natur-
al collide, says Wyss.

Ballhaus is a landscape architect from Montreal. Wyss is an architect from Switzerland, 

who also works as a guide at the Museum of Art in Basel.

LA CHRYSALIDE
Gabriel Lacombe and Virginie Roy-Mazoyer 

Inspired by a cocoon and constructed directly around a tree, La Chrys-
alide beckons to visitors to escape from their surroundings. 

“Our installation ref lects the pause in time between childhood  
and adulthood,” says Lacombe, describing the metaphor of a cocoon  
as a place where caterpillars become butterf lies. “It invites you to climb 
inside and experience a moment of ref lection and introspection.”  
La Chrysalide is a place to dream, ref lect and focus on your feelings.  

Lacombe is a landscape architect and co-founder of Atelier MAP. He is also a teaching 

assistant at the University of British Columbia. Roy-Mazoyer is a landscape architect  

at Lemay in Montreal.
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VERTICAL LINE GARDEN
Julia Jamrozik and Coryn Kempster

First exhibited in 2014, Vertical Line Garden has been transformed 
each subsequent year. “In architecture, you don’t get a chance to redo 
or change anything,” says Jamrozik. “Every year, the Festival has 
provided us with an interesting opportunity to adapt.”

This year, the team has lifted their installation entirely from the 
ground, creating lounge spaces under canopies of colourful ribbons 
that ripple in the breeze. “We’ve created abstract geometric pat-
terns that evoke some of the language of traditional landscape  
design,” says Kempster. The installation tempts visitors to travel 
inside and experience the installation’s intricacies, instead of simply 
circling it from outside.

Jamrozik and Kempster are Canadian designers and artists, as well as professors  

in the Department of Architecture at the University of Buffalo.

LA MAISON DE JACQUES
Romy Brosseau, Rosemarie Faille-Faubert and Émilie  
Gagné-Loranger

Drawing on the tale of Jack and the Beanstalk, La Maison de Jacques 
—first presented in 2016—is a house made of wood and beans. 
This year, the designers have introduced new beans that will bloom 
in red and yellow tones. “The idea is to encourage people to think 
about the story of Jack in another way,” says Brosseau.

The house has nine rooms that twist and turn in seemingly un-
planned ways, allowing children to play hide-and-seek in an imagina-
tive setting. For adults, the installation hints at how culture and archi-
tecture fit into nature. “It’s about the historic gardens and contempo- 
rary gardens meeting at the same place in time,” says Brosseau.

Brosseau, Faille-Faubert and Gagné-Loranger are Masters in Architecture graduates 

from the Université Laval in Quebec City.

HAIKU
Francisco A. Garcia Pérez and Alessandra Vignotto

Conceived as the materialization of a short poem, HAIKU is a simple 
swing suspended over a f looded footpath. Accessible by a single step-
ping-stone, the installation “expresses the cycle of time between rain-
falls,” says Garcia Pérez.

HAIKU allows visitors to pause and swing for a moment between 
storms, the latter represented by the footpath that continually fills and 
drains over time.

Architect Garcia Pérez teaches at the University of Granada in Spain, and with architect 

Vignotto founded the research group GRAVE in 2015.

THE WOODSTOCK

Atelier YokYok (Steven Fuhrman, Samson Lacoste, Luc Pinsard, 
Laure K. and Pauline Lazareff)

Located deep within a forested setting, The Woodstock is an unconvention-
al playground made of wooden logs set vertically into the ground.

Intended to make children feel like giants as they walk and jump 
among the stumps, The Woodstock encourages visitors to contemplate the 
world at their feet. Taken in its entirety, the installation also ref lects  
on our ecological footprint.

Atelier YokYok is a group of architects, designers, creators, teachers and architectural 

engineers from Paris, France.

L’ESCALE
Collectif Escargo (Pierre-Yves Diehl, Julie Parenteau  
and Karyna St-Pierre)

Presented as a collection of small mobile gardens, L’Escale invites visitors 
to “approach and discover the vegetation of its little worlds,” says St-Pierre.

Users grab hold of plant-filled wagons and move freely around the site 
with them, establishing a dialogue with nature that is at once intimate 
and public. “We wanted to make mobile gardens that are both precious 
and personalized,” says Parenteau.

Collectif Escargo is a group of artists, designers and landscape architects based  

in Montreal.

PAYSAGE EUPHONIQUE

MANI (Maud Benech and Claudia Campeau)

Celebrating colours, shapes and sounds, Paysage Euphonique is a set  
of devices that facilitate communication and expression. 

Visitors are encouraged to play with speaker-like devices and spread 
sounds throughout their environment, allowing others to listen in. Eu-
phony—or the harmonious combinations of sounds—is the desired result.

Benech is a designer, architectural coordinator and artistic director on various projects 

in Quebec. Campeau is an architect with Paul Bernier Architect in Montreal.
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Users grab hold of plant-filled wagons and move freely around the site 
with them, establishing a dialogue with nature that is at once intimate 
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